Roaming around…

PORTUGAL

Sun, sea and epic trails are seemingly the order of the day
in South West Portugal. All of which should add up to a
nigh on perfect dirt biking holiday. So Enduro illustrated
went to explore this little known corner of Western Europe
to see if it really is as good as it sounds.
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Imagine a dirt bike holiday destination with almost endless possibilities,
where you can learn to read road books and push your riding and navigation
skills to the limit. Alternatively (if that’s not your idea of a holiday!) how
about a couple of hours cruising about at your own pace with the coastline
on one side and mountains on the other, then sitting on the beach or by a
pool and relaxing for the afternoon? You can choose to sleep in and ride 80
kilometres in a day or get up at the crack of dawn and take on a full 260.
Whatever your preference is - or somewhere in between - Portugal offers it
all. As we found out, one visit is enough to experience some breath-taking
landscapes, meet friendly locals and enjoy a heap of great riding.
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Where were we riding?
We were staying just outside Boavista dos Pinheiros, a sleepy rural town in the Beja
District in the region of Alentejo on the South West coast of Portugal. Situated around
one and a half hours drive North West of Faro, this laid back part of the world is ideal
for trail riding with huge rolling hills, lakes, cork trees and endless forestry tracks. It is
bordered to the East by a National Park leading down to the coast, which although you’re
not allowed to ride in we got to see plenty of it on our travels. In early May it’s surprising
how green and lush the surrounding countryside is. That said the green and pleasant land
we got to enjoy, with its abundance of wild flowers, does, so we were told, become very
Moroccan when summer arrives.

What’s it like?
By 21st Century European standards, Portugal offers a
bit of a step back in time – which we like. Boavista is a
quiet town where nothing happens fast and is all the
better for it. The bar we stopped at to grab some food
on our first evening of riding looked unchanged since
the 70’s with an atmosphere to match. A couple of old
boys watched the footie on a small TV in the corner
whilst eating seafood sourced from the local market.
Out on the trails we didn’t see many folk about but
the ones we did come across seemed friendly enough
with one local farmer even opening a gate for us as we
headed past his land. In Portugal - even if you own the
land - you aren’t allowed to lock gates on the tracks
between your fields, allowing easy access across large
distances. If only the rest of Europe was like that!
On our 140km road book route on day two, for the
most part we followed flowing forestry tracks - some
looking rarely used - up in the hills above the town of
Odemira. Crossing a few small streams we also took on a
number of challenging, loose rock climbs and descents
to keep thing interesting. The highlight of the day was
the ride around Santa Clara Lake with its stunning views
across to the hills away in the distance. Parts of the ride
felt like we were in Morocco or Spain, but there were a
couple of tracks through woodland that could have had
us back in the UK on a summer’s day!
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When is the best time to go?
Spring through to early summer is the ideal time to ride around much of Portugal, as the
landscapes are still green and lush. It’s also pleasantly warm, as opposed to the searing
40-degree heat that’s commonplace later in the summer. As seen at the Portuguese
EnduroGP back in March conditions can get properly muddy – the day we left we
experienced one of the heaviest rainstorms we’ve seen for a while. The airport roof was
leaking – enough said!
Who are WIM Motors Academy?
WMA is owned and run by a Father and son setup, Wim and Clint De Cramer. Originally
from Belgium, Wim owned a bike dealership and ran a race team for 25 years before
founding WIM Motors Academy in in 2014. He describes himself as a mechanic first and
rider second, although having been riding with him in his back yard he would put more
than a few younger guys to shame on a dirt bike! Between these two business ventures
he decided to take some ‘time out’ and did a 40,000-kilometre bike trip around Russia,
Mongolia and Eastern Europe on a KTM 990, camping and spannering his own bike along
the way – not bad for a guy in his 50’s! He is also a single malt whisky aficionado and will
treat you to a tasting session of some of his favourites after your day on the trails.

Why ride with WIM?
Wim is an ex bike shop owner and the bikes and facilities reflect that. The BMW-era Husky
310’s are kept in top order by Wim himself and mechanic David who each have their own
dedicated workshops. They offer bike maintenance and repair workshops in the evenings.
Clint has his own office where he designs and prints the road books. Currently there are
seven set routes from 75 km through to 260 km but he is working on new routes all the time
and will tailor you one to your specifications. Whilst we were there Sebastian Buhler and Max
Hunt were putting in some hard training for the then upcoming Merzouga Rally. All that plus
the fact that you’d be hard pushed to find a friendlier, more hospitable couple of guys…
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What sets WIM apart?
WIM offers the full spectrum of dirt bike holidays and training. You can turn up with your
own bike, grab a road book and head on out just as fast as you like. Or break yourself in
more gently on the enduro loop set in the grounds around the house whilst your other
half enjoys the pool, has a drink at the bar by the lake or even takes a quad and heads off
to the beach, which is only 15 minutes away – the choice is yours! The accommodation is
top notch as well. On many tours you’ll find yourself staying in the cheapest local hotel or
bar with rooms above. At WMA the house, pool and lake are part of the whole experience,
it can also be a holiday for the whole family while you get your dirt bike fix!
How do I get there?
Cheap flights are available from most European countries to Faro or Lisbon. Both are
under two hours drive from the Beja district. Our flight from the UK, including a kit bag
and a hire car for three days, was well under 200 Euros.

THREE QUESTIONS TO WMA:
What is the concept behind WIM Motors academy?
The idea behind WMA is that we want to cater for all kinds of riders and offer a genuine
learning experience with road books and also bike mechanics that is why we called it
the academy. The name was chosen because people can actually come here and gain
knowledge on the trails and in the workshop. People asked us if we could offer basic
mechanical training for dirt bikes, we have the knowledge and facilities, so why not?
Alternatively, you can just come and be guided around the trails and sit by the pool in the
evening – it’s entirely up to you what kind of holiday you want to make it!
Why did you choose Portugal?
We chose Portugal firstly because of the many kilometers of suitable dirt tracks. The country is also
fairly dirt bike friendly, the food is simple but very good and the people are nice. It also has a great
climate, varied terrain and we are close to the beach. This is also a rural area without many people
living out in the countryside so we don’t disturb too may people when we are out riding.
Why do you offer road book tours?
Well, we wanted to give WMA an extra element that other companies don’t offer. We know
there are other companies in Portugal who offer guided tours and we wanted to take that
one stage further and to introduce people to road book navigation. We are passionate about
it ourselves and enjoy teaching people the basic skills needed to navigate themselves.
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FIVE THINGS WE DIDN’T KNOW ABOUT PORTUGAL…
1 Portugal was founded in 1128 making it one of the oldest nations in Europe.
Portugal and England have the oldest alliance in the world, since 1373.
2 Portugal is home to about half the world’s commercial cork-producing oak
trees, spread out over more than 1.6 million acres of forest some of which
we rode amongst on our trip.
3 The Portuguese Empire spanned nearly 600 years making it the longest
ruling Colonial Empire, more so than even the Spanish, British and Dutch.
4 The Portuguese invented Piri-Piri sauce after discovering the ingredients
during their Colonial rule of East African countries.
5 Portugal is a great destination for surfing. The largest wave ever surfed 30m tall - was caught by Hawaain surfer Garret McNamara in 2011 near Nazare.
Thanks to:
WIM Motors Academy – www.wimmotorsacademy.com
H-C Travel – www.bikersinsurance.co.uk

